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Collegestuderitsare
nextjn line for AI,OS,
(CPS)-College
students may be the
next most likely population to be at
risk of contracting AIDS, the head
of a major nationalhealth
group said
on a national speaking tour.
The reason, according to Richard
.Keeliug, . health
director
at the
University of Virginia and chairman
of the American
College Health
Association AIDS Task Force, is that
students are more likely to be sexually
promiscuous
and,
because
of
youthful feelings of immortality, less
likely to practice safe sex.
In June, U.S. Surgeon General C.
Everett Koop warned Congress of a
potential "explosion" in the number'
of teenagers who get AIDS, a fatal
virus that destroys the body's immune system and renders the victim
vulnerable
to otherwise-harmless
germs.
The disease is spread by contaminated blood transfusions, using
dirty needles to inject drugs and
some kinds of sexual contact with infected individuals.
Andwhen students get to campus,
according to ACHA spokesman Ann
Higley, "It's a period of exploration"
when many students experimentwith"
sex and drugs for the first time,
"It's their first taste of freedom,
and often there's an unwillingness to
take responsibility,"
she said.
Some colleges have tried to warn
students by distributingIlyers,
install,
ing condom vending machines to
promote
"safe sex" and, as the
University
of Masachusetts.
and
Mount Holyoke, Smith,A,rnherstand
Hampshire
colleges did Sept. 29,
stage elaborate programs to educate
campus residents about the disease.
A representative of Michigan State
said the school would start testing
students anonymously
for AIDS,
while the University of Illinois officials said the school might require
any student it suspected of being a
health threat to LUkean AIDS test.
In Pennsylvania,
M illersville
University has an AIDS review board.
10 plan how 10 deal with thc disease
on campus in the. future.
Still, Keeling said he thinks colleges are doing a bad job teaching

students about AIDS.
He estimated that more than threequarters of the nation's campuseS
have done "little or nothlng'to
teach
students, he said.
"We're starting to talk in terms of
obligations,
not. options.
AIDS
education is the moral .and ethical
obligation of colleges, irrespective of
whatever discomfort with the topic
trustees or alumni or the community may feel," Keeling said.
.The Department of Education also
has ignored
its responsibility
to
develop AIDS education programs,
Keeling said. "In an ideal world, the
Department'
of Education
would
have taken substantial responsibility
for developing
AIDS education
policy, but that support has been
absent."
Higley said only 75 students have
been diagnosed
as having AIDSrelated
illnesses,
but· added
the
disease has a long latency period,
meaning others may be infected and
not knowit.
At a AIDS conference in Boston,
however, several doctors claimed the
risk of catching the virus through
heterosexual contact is still relatively slight.
The chance of contracting AIDS
from a single heterosexual contact,
Dr. James Goedert of the National
Cancer Institute said, may be less
than one in a million.
Goedert added that the report encourages "a false sense of security,"
and that ignoring "safer sex" practicesc.an~eJ~tal~.,_
."'. "
,.''.•.
Only 4 percent 'of the reported.'
AIDS cases in the U.S. were transmitted through heterosexual'
contact,
and half the heterosexual
victims
were born in Africa or Haiti, where,
because venerealdiseases
and consequently open sores in the genital area
arc more common, AIDS seems to be
passed more readily between men
and women, Dr. Jeffrey Harris of
MIT said.
, Ninety percent
the reported
AIDS cases in the U.S. have involved homosexual or bisexual men or
drug users who shared dirty needles,
Harris said.
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Fuhdraiser in progress
ny Steve E Lyon

Tile University

Neil'S

TI;e BSU Development Office is
calling alumni nationwide as part of
a phone-a-thon
to raise $25,000 for
scholarships, the library and teaching
awards.
Mountain Bell will match pledges
raised in the phone-a-thon.
BSU's Assistant'
Development
Director - Kim Phillips
said this
phone-a-then
is only the second the
development office has attempted.

The last one was done in 1985. She'
said phone-a-thons
arc difficult
because tracking
alumni through
numbers that, often, arc no ,longer
valid can be a problem.
Phillips said she was confident the
phone-a-thon
would
exceed the
$25,000 projected goal. As of Oct.
28, approximately
$9,000 had been
raised.
The fundraiser, which started Oct.
26, will run from 6 p.rn. to 9 p.m.
Monday
through
Thursday
until
Nov. 19.
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Mowing, trees?
Higherquality

A member of the grounds crew trims the lawn down in front of
the Administration
IJuilding on a warm fall afternoon.

envisioned

Committee evaluates programs
by Bonnie

llibhle

The University

Nell'S

The process,
called outcomes
assessment, is a 1001 for finding the
weak places in programs, making im-

sufficiently educated, we will make
a recommendation
that is consivrcur
with the interests of higher education

A newly formed stale committee,
provernents possible and for being
in the slate."
charged by the State Board of Educaable to dc'monstrate thcir strengths.
Jones said that, in response to retion with evaluating programs on
The committee plans to evaluate'
cent calls foreducation reform, there
Idaho campuses, is formulating
a
higher education programs by lookhas been a national interest in OUI
plan to establish a policy 10 ensure
ing at the performance of graduating
comes assessment, with policies in
a high quality education for Idaho
seniors and of graduates in the work
place or being considered in about JH
college students.
force. Specifically, they will be lookstates..
'
The state board wants this policy
ing ar"a range of practices that could
Jones, said evaluation
practices
for several
reasons,
.committcc
be put into place to 'assess student
already in place at BSU include
member Dean Daryl Jones of the
achievement,"
Jones said.
senior seminars, recitals and national
College of Arts and Sciences said,
"(think any assessment will show
tests such as theAmerican Chemistry
First, they arc concerned about the
thai higher education in Idaho is a Test. BSU alumni also arc surveyed
. quality ofhigheredll.cationin
the
good bargain;" he said,
'
to comment
on the value of a
state .. Second,they
would like to
The committee,
composed
of
BSU education and the university
"demonstrate
accountability
to the
faculty .and administration
represenemployers of BSU graduates to find
public, showing that, infact,we
do
tatives from each.ldaho
university
correctable
~veaknesses in specilk
have a quality program."
and college, Will present their reeomprograms.
The state wants procedures lhat are
mcndiltions to the S80E in June of '
Dr. HarveyPitm:ln
or BStJ's
nexible ~n()'loIghto work in ,each of
1988, when the board will decide
Departmenlof
Communic:llion
also
tlie institutions, since each'has a "dif-'
whether or not to make it a state
represents BSU .on the cOlJ1millcc.
, fen:n.t ,rrile and mission," he, said.
policy ..There is one studcnt on thl' com,The committee, which met for the
Between now and June, the commillee, areprescntativeor
ISU's slllfirst time Oct.19,1s
to decide what
mittee will studyan extensive amollnt
denl government, Jones said,
state-wide policies
arc needed. to' . of material and refer to national o::onmake evaluation possible, Jones said,
sultants. Jones said. "Whenwc
feel
•
'e
'

/.
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Bank cardforBSU
by Gina Luke .

The University News
A .new .bank card created by the
BSU Alumni Association, and offered through Idaho First National
Bank, will directly benefit tlie university every time a member uses the
card; according to Don Pettinger of
the Moore Finaricial Group.
Pettinger, who designed the card,
said the interest rate on the card will
fluctuate with the market.· "The
card's interest rate is 18.1 percentper
month but changes as the economy
changes." he said,
According to Consumer 87, the
alumni card ranks 74thout ofthc top

200 in the nation, Pettinger said. lilt
is a good 'value as far as cards are'
concerned. "
.
.
The alumni association receives a
percentage of each sale and a percentage of the annual fee paid to the
bank. "A higher caliber of people are
offered the card, which causes a
quality program to be developed,"
Pettinger said. "Because people
know this card will be used to benefit
BSU, they will use it more often."
According to Pettinger, all interested parties, including students,
'are eligible to become card holders.
"BSU will benefit by any way the
alumni generates income to benefit
its organizatioll."hesaid.
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Seriate
[overrides
veto
. On Oct. 26, the ASBSUSeriate
overrode a veto from President
Perry Waddell on a bill regarding
the allocation of senate' funds.
Senate Bill 10 will require any
proposed legislative expenditure
over $25 be submitted to the
Senate in the form of a bill.
The senate overrode the veto
with a two-thirds majority.
III legislative business last
week, the ASBSU Senate gave the
Financial Advisory Board compleje controlover a $5,000 grant
fund
for BSU clubs and
organizations.
Also last week, the FAB gave
TauKappa Epsilon $500 from the
.grant fund to sponser the SI.
Judes Run, an annual fundraising relay run from Boise to
M_O_S_co_w_·
_fo_r_th
...e_h_o_sP_it_a_I.
__
...

BSU's Technology in English and
Literature center is open to all
students, staff and faculty members
who have questtohs ii1bout writing
with computers. The TELL center
has 26 IBM personal computers and
several high quality printers. Lab
assistantsure available to set up
.equipment and to answer questions
about word processing programs.
The center is in room 202, next to

the writing center in the Liberal Arts
Building. The center is open Monday 3-7 p.rn., Tuesday 8-9:15 a.m.,
Wednesday 3-7 p.m., Thursday
8-9: 15 a.m. and 3~9:30 p.rn. and
Saturday 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Students must provide their own
software, and any IBM compatible
software.can be used on theTELL
center computers.
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THE WIZARD OF ODDS -

In 1985, a controversial novel pOrtrayed the
wild, excessive lives of the kids
in Beverly Hills.

Sports Predictor
NFL & NCAA Footbal/, NBA Basketball
Info on Friday Games available Tuesday.
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funny looking
BI,lienslo,ck
sanclals
What a giftl All-season sandals
that millions swear by. Funny looking?
Perh':lps. But Birkenstock shapes to
feet like softsond, making them luxuriously comfortable for work, home and
play. Proper support and enhanced -.
posture mean healthy. natural walking
Birk~~sfack. Son.dals with a 21O-year '
tradltlo.n of quality.Y~urspecial people
C(::1O smile more wearing funny lao king
Birkenstock sandals.
Gift certificates
available.'
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National News

City schools may lack teachers

;'(.,'-'; ,', ';'

«('J> .

(CPS)-Approximately
82 percent of
today's education
majors want to
begin their teaching careers in suburban or rural schools, the American
Associationof Colleges for Teacher
Education found in a survey releascd last week:
The education majors' wishes, the
group concluded, may mean large urban schools with minority student
bodies are going to have a tough time
attracting teachers 'to work there.
Typically,
AACTE
President
William Gardner said, prospective
teachers are white women from

suburban backgrounds. Only 5 percent of the education majors-in college today are black and only 3 percent are Hispanic.
Even the prospective minority
teachers did not want to work in
inner-city
schools,
the survey
indicated.
Inner-city schools, on the other
hand, may need teachers more than
others. Educators predict that by the
year 2000 about 40 percent of the nation's elementary and secondary
school students will be minorities.
Entitled "Teaching and Teachers:

:'~I~"'(~~~~f~~~~~~~'"~l~~
__
~
a' t~ot
,(;CIIW,Nkhqls,''form,erBSU':ge()logy
professor;
s'pecial:.
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<
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lecture ~iU.b~ presen~ed in .BS\,l'~ SPEC,at).:p.m:Mmission
: is free. The eveniisspbrisgrCd .~y th.e BSUPhysjcs·Club~:linQ the public.
)~in,vjled.:,;
.
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.··profO'iO l.ectu.re,on,·Chi'n:a
a

The Econo~ics and Sociology c1tib~ at BSU will :pr~seili
lecture .
. by Peter Lichten'stein; '''A took at China 'Ioday," The lecture will be
held on Nov. 5 from 12:15 10 1;45 p.m. in the BSU Student Union Senate
Clia,inbers.."
. '.
......•
'..
...'.
.
'.
....
.....
.
Lichtenstein, a BSU professor of economics, recently returned from
teaching at !'J:l~kai Universitxin
China.
.: ,:.
Admission to the progr~njisfrcc,
and refreshincnts wlll be served.
For mort: information,
ea11385-3351'or
38~-3409:
'.

Tuto:r~l1~e~~d',
..aJI~lreCls
'rutorsfor"llsubJectsare
nee~ed byBSU Special Services to work
with disadvaniagedstudents:"'"
.' .•.......' .. " '.
'.' .'.
. Tutors may begin work immediately,and
they ",HI wqrktwo or more'
hOlirspcr wcek. Knowledge ol'tlieco'ufscwork
is requircd.Tuto'rs need
to have takcnthc coilrses they·Wish· to tutor; The pay range starts at'
niinimumwage.'
.'
.
... , .,..
..'
....
For morehlforinat}on,~ca1l385<l3?1.

3

or. 385,3409,

.

T~'ftl.l~nrtin9pl~l1hed
. BSU's C~II~gcorpushl~s~
Pr~re~sional Devel0BfIlcnt PfC!grams~iH:
offer,\seminar:fortax
planning·oll. pe.rsonal. compl\ters on,Noy,S
..
l'hesemlnarWillb~ttlU~ht~yqS'.J~usiriess
professqr.John .Medlin.
AupiWicipiuitswill
beassignca
n,n ,·IBMPersonal':Omputcr,
ancla
number of hands-oncase'studieswill
be used 10 de\1lonstrate how to ..
use tax softV,are.<::
.'..:
...
.."
.....,
, <.' ..,.. ..
:. '.'.
'.The class wil1;be held nilhe !3~siness .Building rocnJl209,'froll1' 7'
to iO.p,m;ThcJce
is.$7S. a~dadvan(;eregistrationisrequire.d;
For nl0re inforllJation aboutthesemilHlf,
ielephone1he rrofessJollal'
DcveloprnentPr()grams'office
~1385~1I25.
."
':'
.

Facts and Figures,"
the AACTE
survey did not suggest how to gel majors interested in teaching in inner-city neighborhoods.
Gardner, however, said the results
confirmed
the 1985 findings of a
coalition of education deans called
"The Holmes Group," which warned of a pressing need to produce
more minority education
majors.
Ninety universities, including Harvard and Johns Hopkins, com milled
themselves to the Holmes Group's
. goals.

Black. fraterni-ty integrates
(CPS)-For
the first time in 140
years, a University
of Alabama
fraternity has become integrated.
Phi Beta Sigma, a previously black
fraternity, inducted Mark Brafford,
a white student from Florida, into the
house two weeks ago.
The induction
occurred
as a
number (If black Greek houses were
moving onto Alabama's traditionally white GreekRow for the first time

this fall.
Last year; the predominantly black
Zeta Phi Beta sorority inducted a
white woman at Alabama.
"I think that's terrific," university President Joab Thomas said.
Brafford told the Crimson and
While, the student paper, he joined
Phi Beta Sigma because "they-.don't
stifle your individuality. All the other
fraternities, through my cyes, seem to'

want to mold you to be like everyone
else. "
Sometimes, such integration can
be only haltingly successful. A while
student joined the University
of
Pennsylvania's Black Student League
last year, but the BSL, after some
members
protested,
effective! v
downgraded the student's l1lembe~ship to "associate"
status.

Missouri Greeks rob pizza.guys
it for about 10 minutes," according
to Tony Stewart,
who manages
Domino's Pizza.
Greek Life Director Cmhy Scroggs
alid Todd Johnson, president of the
Intrafratcrnity
Council,
said thcy
\vere unaware of any vandalism problem in Greektown.
But, Stewart said, "It's just so

(CPS)-Residents
of "Greek Row"
at th'Z University of Missouri arc t~rrorizing
pizza dclivery
people,
smashing
headlights
and stcaling
merchandise, pizza parlor managers
and drivers charged last week.
The pizza managers
said the
police, when called, fail to take the
problem seriously. "They look into

,

commonplac-c, when a driver comes
back and says somcthing happencd.
We just say 'Oh, that sucks'. ,.
Al Domino\
Pilla headquaners
in Ann
Arbor,
Michigan,
a
spokeswoman said shc hadn't heard
about thc pizza lerrorism being "a
widespread
problem"
on olher
campuses.
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PROFESSIONAL

TOUCH

Is I

For any size project.
Word

processing

with grammar
and editing
Reliable turn-around
time.

Student

SECRETARIAL

upon

request.

Discounts

99<J;
(littleprice)

SUPPORT SYSTEMS

1511 Whlpoorwlll

Way,

Boise,

375-4890.

GUARANTEED
STUDENT LOANS
NO SERVICE CHARGE
CHECKING ACCOUNTS
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CREDIT UNION
MEMBERSHIP
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CC&pital

'-Educators
FEDERAL CRfDIT UNION

7450 THUNDERBOLT DRIVE
BOISE, IDAHO 83709

(208) 377-4600

See our campus ,L.---' _ __.-__.----'
~ representative Trish Moore
every Wednesday.'

10 a.m.-2 p.m.
in the Student Union
Building lobby.
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Order any Domino's Pizza
and you'll receive a
six-pack of Coke for
. only 99¢. That's a lot

Open for

of Coke for a little cash. Use this
cpup~ and just
o'rder the Coke when
you call us.'_

Lunch

-343·5995
1013Vista, Boise

11:OOarn-1:OOam
Sun-Thurs
11:OOam-2:00am
Fri&Sat

I
I
I
I
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I

Domino's Pizza Delivers
This offer expires Nov. 30, 1987, coupon required. Limited delivery areadrivers carry no more than $10,00 in change.
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Our appreciation for SPB
WHEREAS, the Student Programs Board is responsible for most of the entertainment programming and many of the lectures occuring at BSU .. and; •
WHEREAS, this year's board has done a particularly good job at providing quality entertainment
at lillie cost to students, and;
WHEREAS, the Concerts and Films Committees have shown excellence evenover
and above the high standards of the rest of thc board, and;
WHEREAS, it takes many hours and much trouble to provide entertainment that
is as at once novel, creative,inexpensive
and just plain fun, and;
WHEREAS, the people doing said work, arc all students who receive lillie or no
monetary recompense for their efforts;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOL YED, that the editorial staff of The University
News wishes to recognize the Student Programs Board of 1987-88 for excellence and
10 thank the members of the board for their extraordinary
dedication and hard work.

Letters ---------

__
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Did it happen by chance?
Editor,

The University

News;

I have spell! far too many nights quietly gazing up into the celestial canopy in awe and
wonder to eyer believe that it all happened by
chance. Consider the planets in their orbital
paths. How could they have just happened to
have come into perfect alignment with each
other, and to orbit about the sun without ever
colliding with one another. Further, consider
man. How could a man evolve from a simple
molecule to the complex state which he exists
in rodav? Think of all of the complex organs
within -the human body, the human heart,
four-chambered
for perfect, circulation,
the
brain for logical, and sometimes
illogical,
Ihough: processes
and an infinite number of
other capabilities. I have to grin when I hear
my biology professor
say, "It makes you
wonder where we all come from."
I wonder
i I' he sometimes has his doubts, too. Anyway,

this is not an attack per se, but rather an opportunity to ask you to think about what you
believe and why you believe it. Neither the
Evolutionists
nor the Creationists
have the
scientific
data to back up their findings
because neither were present when life began.
If evolutionary
theory is true, how come
monkeys arc monkeys and men arc men'? Why
haven't the monkeys of today evolved into
men'? I think I know why, God in his omnipotent and omniscient
ways created man and all
.of the animals to reproduce
in their own image, Men give birth to men, monkeys
to
monkeys, Sure, man has made some minor
adapations
to their society down through the,
years, it provided lor a more efficient lifestyle,
However, I have never been a firm believer in
gelling something
fr~11I nothing.
Remember;
it's your choice ... think about it.
Michael Farrell
I3SU Sophomore
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Cool guys, need wheels
by Steve ,I-: Lyun
The University Neil'S
I'm thinking about buying a car. Yes, me,
Mr. Big Guyon
campus-old
Joe College is
going to get some bitching wheels to woo the
ladies and impress the varsity football players.
Right now, I'm just at a loss as to what
would be the coolest, most gnarly rod I could
get my hands on, within my budget. I'll be
honest with you; it has to cost less than $100,
or I'll have 10 supplement
my diet with dog
"biscuits. It doesn't have to be anything
too
special, you know. I can compromise
my
status, until later. But I do need something
that's got at least 400 cubic inches of tirescreaming Detroit-made
horespowcr andheavy
enough to keep two wheels on the ground
while doing 60 around a corner with police
lights in the rearview mirror blinding my eyes.
I've been dreaming
about what life will be
like when I get those Wheels. Life will be so
great-so
Jim-and-Thmmy-nothing
but good
clean fun when I get my rod. I'll load the
bruiser cruiser with the guys on Friday and
Saturday nights and drive up and down Main

Editor, Tile University

Typesetters

,I
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Street, abusing the high school kids, baiting
them, egging them onto do a linle racing, daring them to meet me on a back country road
and go head to head wit h my $100 wheels.
And the road trips, dude, will be to cool
places all over the state-midnight
cruises to
Emmett and Horseshoe Bend, with the smartas's intentions of stirring up the locals. I'll lake
orr my muffler and blow up and down some
residential
streets at a 100 an hour. "Later
Chump;'
I'll scream to old men who run OUI
into their yards tying their bathrobes,
waving
fists in the air.
And dudes, the road trip of a lifetime is a
super-highway
cruise to Las Vegas, where me
and the guys could cruise the strip in my cool
convertible,
if I can find one. Four in the front
and four in the back, living it up, yelling at
everybody
with a black pompadour
and
moustache
we see on the sidewalks,
"Hey
Wayne Newton, you need a new act:' We'd 'act
kind of like hicks from Idaho, even though we
arc not.
I've got $100 bucks in my pocket. Dreams
can come true, even gnarly ones.

__

Scientists. don't know all

"

"

Business Manager
Susan Binns

""

As I see it
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Neil'S;

a lab coat and genuflect every time someone
throws a bucket of science into the air, I'll
"Oh, what a world, what a world, "sighed
reserve the right to think and to believe for
the wicked witch, as she dissolved at the feet
myself. I've become chary about the folks who
of Dorothy and Toto. In similar fashion, the'
brought me nuclear bombs and PTLand suppeditor of The Universitv Neil'S has thrown a
Iy side economics and the great society. In fact,
bucket of science at me, hoping
that my
I'm beginning
10 think
that even Siskel and
thought processes would dissolve or, at least,
Ebert (Gene & Roger) don't understand
things
freeze-up. If I want to understand
"things as
as they arc. These folks don't even seem to have
they are," I'm told that I have only to tug on
questions,
let alone the answers that I seck.
thc lab coat of the nearest sciemist
to be
If there is a creator, then I look for Him to be
enlightenedl
It's comforting
to know which
able 10 get through to me somehow and nol
way to turn in a world where Jim and Tammy
just to John Paul, and Jerry, and Mahatma
Fae, Carl, Ronald, Walter, Marbaret (Baker,
(the Pope, Falwell and Ghandi),
and just as
Sagan, Reagan, Cronkite and Thatcher respecit's possible that the Moral Majority
may be
tively) and our editor(s) all seem to understand
neither moral nor a majority, it is equally possi"things as they arc."
ble that "scientific facts" may be neither scienHowevcr, if someone
were to tug on my
tific nor facts. The task of quantifying
a
sleeve with questions about the way things arc
universe that is, at once, both infinitely large
(an unlikely scenario, I grant you), I'd have to and infinitely small, should be approached"
say, "I'm not sure, you should try to find out
with more than a little humility. '
for yourself." Since entering this world, I have So many buckets of varying composition
watched and listened and wondered at the spechave been thrown at inc over the years that the
tacle, and I have come to "believe"
many
editors' attempt to dissolve my thoughts sucthings. The challenge of each day of life is to ceedeg only marginally.
I giggled a bit. Oh
sec those beliefs enriched and confirmed
or,
Dorothy! What a world, what a world!
perhaps, thrown out altogether,and
each day
I am more di'sinclined to accept, at face, value,Joe Keto
the pronouncements
of those who claim to
BSU Sophomore
know "things as they arc." So, rather than'don

Letters Policy -----The editorial
staff encourages
readers,
whether
stud~nts,
faculty' or. community
members, to respond to any of the contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of general
interest.
The staff will make every effort to print all
letters which meet the policy requirements.

__

Letters to the editor
should
be typed,
double-spaced
and no longer than 500 words
(2 typed pages). The le,tters must be signed and
a telephone number provided for our verification procedures.
The University News reserves the right to
edit letters for spelling, grammar, punctuation,
length and libelous or offensive content.
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BusinessCoUege accreditation improves standing
by Tom Lloyd

The University News.
'.. TheBSU
College of Business is
one of the. approximately 20 percent
Of the business schools nationwide.
that are accredited by the American
Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
Business.
.
"Thedecision
(to seek accreditalion) was made in the early '70s by
President
(John)
Barnes, .. Tom
Stitzel, business college dean, said.
An advisory council, composed of
the executive officers of major firms
in Boise, reaffirmed the institution's
decision, he said;
Then-BSU-Vice-President
Richard
Bullington, who was later appointed
. acting president, said the decision
was made "because of the corpora. tions and large businesses located in
Boise who were supportive of the
School of Business."
"BSU is located in the center of
business aud commerce in the state
of Idaho. It made sense (to those in
the Boise business community)
to
apply," Bullington said.
By 1977, Barnes was gone, and
Bullington was acting president. The
university
had' completed
its
preliminary study, and Bullington
said he decided it was time for a consultant's study. "I didn't want to
make application if we're not going
to get it," he said.
Bullington said an outside consultant was appointed to conduct the
study, which said that BSU· was

"Publish and prosper.
If you don't wrtte.you
don't do well."
-Earl Newmann
"ready at the undergraduate
level but
not the graduate."
BSU's undergraduate program was
accredited in 1979 bythe AACSB.
But, Bullington said, "in order to
sustain
accreditation
at
the
undergraduate
level, they had five
years to accredit the gradual': level.
If they fail that, then they lose the
undergraduate
level."
"It was a long and arduous road,"
Stitzel said, just to get to that point.
One of the standards established
for accreditation
is curriculum.
Stitzel said it is a "curriculum ·that
exposes all majors to a common
body of knowledge, and in this common body of knowledge are subjects
ihat are at the heart' of business
management,
for example accountingveconcmics, marketing, finance,
production.' ,
There also are requirementsin personnel, Stitzel said. "There should be
adequate faculty
in relation
to
students," Stitzel said, "adequate in
numbers and well-trained."
In addition, facilities such as the
library and elassrooms had to be upgraded. "We're not talking chalk and
blackboards,
but computers to pro- .
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NOVEMBER SPECIALS
Monday-'
.50. drafts

Tuesday-

5 inch Pizza $1.50
7 p.rn-s p.m.

HAPPYHOUR5

jeering screens," Stitzel said.
"It forms a' basis of judgment."
An accredited school also is reHowever, it is "still a judgment call."
quiredto
be innovative
in both
According to Ron. Slone, BSU
education and' technology. AACSB
director of research and external relastandards and guidelines say, "Intions, the most important factor in
novation that furthers the school's
the probationary
status was the
. objectives and substantially advances
"research' record of the faculty."
the overall high quality of programs
There just was "not enough evidence
is encouraged. Schools are encourag'0 f research
productivity,"
he said ..
ed to develop and test new learning
Bullington
said the college alapproaches and technologies and to
ready had moved toward solving any
disseminate their results."
deficiencies and had experienced "the
in 1984, the 'AACSB' accrediting
natural attrition rate-some
retired,
team returned to BSU, but instead of
some left." To fill vacancies, "we
, approving
the graduate
program,
recruited those who had a good
Stitzel said, the team issued a one
(publishing) track record," he said.
year probationary status, which gave .
In 1985, the master's program was
BSU time to satisfy the committee's
accredited. Slone said they were able
requirements or they would lose all to tell their "story more effectively
accreditation.
ihan the previous year."
.
"The philosophy is that if you have
The evolutionary process that the
all these pieces in place and you're
college undertook
to become acmeeting and exceeding the standards,
credited
continues
today,
and
you have a strong case," Stitzel said.
nowhere is it better exemplified th\!.n

in the school's
expectations
of
faculty.
Earl Naumann, director of finance
and marketing, said it is "publish and
prosper. If you don't write, you don't
do well."
Bong
Shin,
director
of the
management department, said, "The
professional
norm
calls for it
(publishing), but teaching is still the
emphasis."
.
Shin said, "we (BSU) engage in
research
activities
to enhance
teaching abilities. It keeps you close
to the
frontiers
of- research
activities-close
to the cutting edge."
"This college's ethic is and always
(has) been and will likely be (that)
there has to be a balance between
teaching and research because quality teaching is important to this institution, and (it) should be," Sloane
said.

~

Hey, 'youse people!
We need a couple of reporters who can get out on campus and get the scoops. Where
do you think Dan Rather got his start? Not here, but at some college paper, we're sure.
Reporters must be marginally literate, but we will train. We also need an advertising
representative who lusts after the big bucks, Apply at The University News office today. Do it!

Now thatyouve gotten into
Boise State, IBM can ~elpyou
get more outo£ It.
The road to graduation is paved
with term papers, lab repo~ts, emmming,
all-nighters and, of course, exams.
To ease that journey and awaken
your professors to your exceptional .
abilities, we suggestthe newest member
of the IBM" Personal Systeml2" family:
the Model 25 Collegiate.
Its a high-powered personal computer with advanced graphics capabilities,
designed to fit on your desk without
adding to the clutter. And it comes with
a generous 640 KB memory, two 3.5".
diskette drives and an aid package every
student can appreciate-a
big discount,

.~

plus Microsoft" Windows LO-t \\i-ite.l~lint.
Cardfile, IBM DOS 3.3 anti a mouse.
Pop in theload-and-go diskette and
your Model 25 Collegiate is set to help
.
you write and revise long papen; anti
illustrate your points by combining
words and graphics. So your professors
will draw favorable conclusions about
your work,
For more information on the l\Iotid
25 Collegiate, visit the IBM Education
Product Coordinator 011 campus.
lCIU'lI quickly learn how to get the
most out of the IBM Personal ~ __ ~~¢
System 12.=::::::::::;';';::

I

Microsoft iSI registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. IBM ue registered trademark and Personal SystemJ2 is a trademark
of the InternatiQnalBusinessMachinesCorporation. Q 16M 1987.
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LADIES NIGHT 7 p.m-s p.m.
Free champagne for the ladies.

Thursday-.
Cards

'DOublepunch
. Free Popcorn

on Discount

Friday-FREE
WASH 7 a.rn-s
Double punch on Discount Cards

p.m.

Experience the Duds 'n Suds difference and you'll never go .
.backto your old laundromat again I

Overlend

4516 Overland
Next to Waremart
7 a.m-s p.m.
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Calendar
MONDAY

lege of Idaho professor Leona
Manke, Boise Public Library
auditorium,
7-9 p.m.
•

SPB film, True Stories, SPEC,
7 p.m,
Boise.Philharmonic
Rehearsals,
Mornson Center RoomB-125,
7:30-10 p.m.
Continuing.
Nursing
Educntional
workshop,
Clinical
Management of the Hospitalized Elderly, Str Luke's Hospital
Anderson Center.
Advising period for continuing
.students
(enrolled
Fall 1987)
.
I
throughNov.
?SprlOg.semester
pre-registration
period
for
students who have been ad vised. Pre-registration materials arc
available in the Administration
Building, 8 a.m.-7 p.m., Monday-Thursday and 8 a.rn-S p.m.
Friday.

Advising and pre-registration
for new and re-entry students,
not. enrolled Fall 1987, Student
Union, 2-6 p.m.
SPB film, True Stories, Student
Union Boisean Lounge, 3: 15
p.m.

T'HURSDI:.t'1Ay
Year of the Teacher
. R . 1M'
eC.lta..
orrrson
Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Alumni
C
enter

Technical
seminar, Technical
Aspects of the Special-Isotope
Separator,
Clay Nichols,. U.S.
Dept. of Energy, SPEC, I p.rn.

BoD·· ea n s roc. k
.'

•

The BSU Student Programs Board will present the BoDeans
and the Young Fresh Fellowsinconeert at the Mardi Gras Nov.
10 at 8 p.m.
.
The BoDeans are a group of guitar-playing vocalists whose
members include Sammy Llanas, Kurt Neumann and Bob
Griffin. Jay Cocks of Time magazine wrote; '~The BoDeans
don't have to worry about their threads. They already have
so much spirit that with a couple of ,y~ars, another album
and aJ~w more tours, BoDean rock n roll may become
a gcnenc term."
The Young Fresh Fellows will be the opening act for
the BoD cans. Their combination of wit and whim has
exceeded the Seattle city limits, and with two previous
LPs to their credit, they've gathered enough momentum
to set the ball rolling for a third.
Ticketsare available at Select-A-Sear outlets and are
$6 for students and $8.50 for the general public.

National Chemistry Day, Solutions for the Future.

TUESDAY
Volleyball vs, NNC, Gym, 7:30
p.m.

.

• .

!J

S

Sister Patricia
Vanden
erg,• t.
.
•
Alphonsus Hospital, Hospitals
and Health Care, SI. Paul's
Catholic
Center, brown bag
lunch, noon.
City Election

Day.

WEDNESDAY
Faculty/staff luncheon, Richard
Sperring, Slate Board of Educalion executive director, Student
Union Lookout Room, 11:30
a.m.
Lectures, Linda Bierds, Poetry
and Place, YWCA Clubroom,
noon; A Woman Writer and
Her Sense of Place, StUdent
Union Lookout Room, 8 p.m.
Cineclub film, Vingt Mille Lieux

les Mers,

SOliS

Building

Room

Education
332, 7 p.m.

Treasure Valley Concert
SPEC, 8 p.m. .

Band,

Boise Philharmonic
Rehearsal,
Morrison
Center Room 125,
7:30-10 p.rn.
Book

Discussion,

Sandy
McDonald,

Silence

A Tan and

by
John
presented by Col-

.
SATURDAY
Idaho Theatre for Youth, Three
Billy Goats Gruff, Education

B UIildi109 R ea d'109 C enter
II
, a.m,
'
.
American
Festival
Ballet,
"Bravo!"
dance appreciation
program
for children,
Boise
Public Library Auditorium,
2
p.m,
Broncos vs, Nevada-Reno
Reno, 1:30 p.m.

at

Boise Philharmo~ic .w.ith Alexa.nder Markov, violinist, Merrison Center, 8:15p.m.
Beaux Arts Christmas
Woman's Club, through
14.
Final day for master's
wriHen exam.

Sale,
Nov.

degree

Volleyball
vs, Nevada-Reno,
Gym, 7:30 p.m.

SUNDI:.t'1Ay

SCCA
parking
SPB

autocross,
lot, 8 a.m.
film,

American

Stadium

Decline of the
Empire, SPEC, 7

p.m,
Festival Ballet, A
Chorus Line, Morrison Center,

American
8 p.m;

Angell's-Kevin
Kirk and the Urban Renewal, Nov. 4-7.
Bouquet-Chickcn
Cordon Bleus, Nov. 2; David Delay, Nov. 3-7.
Comedy Works-Flip
Orley, Nov. 4-8.
Dino's-Sacied
Rite, Nov. 2-7
D.J.'s-:- Targa, Nov. 3-8
Hannah's-s-Redstone,
Nov. 3-7.
Lock. Stock & Barrel-Robert
Woodbury, Nov. 3-7; B1ucgrass
music, Nov. 8.
Nendel's-Primc
Time, Nov. 3-7 ..
Pengilly's Saloon-Cuando
Cuando, Nov. 4-7.
Red Lion Downtowner-s-Squeeze
Play, Nov. 3-7.
River-YoungAmericans,
Nov. 2-7.
SandpiperTauge and Faulkner, Nov. 4-7.
Shorty's-Idaho,
Nov. 2-8 .
. Tom Grainey's-Hi-Tops,
Nov. 3-7.
Salt and Pepper'sC'est
La Vie-Race
& Rhythm, Nov. 5-7.
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RICOHUS
by Steve Farneman
.The University News
, One of 1986's more impressive and
well-received
debut albums came
from a quartet out of Waukesha,
Wise. with a hillbilly-sounding name.
The Bofreans' brand of American
rock 'nroll on their debut album,
LOI'e & Hope & Sex & Dreams, earn.'
ed them the praise of Time magazine
and substantial radio airplay. This TBone Burnell-produced album showed off this promising band's homegrown roots and their spirited ability
to write endearing and memorable
songs of love, hope, sex and dreams.
Outside Looking In, the second
release
from the BoDeans
on
Slash/Reprise
Records was produced by Talking Head and sometime
Casual God, Jerry Harrison (also
from Wisconsin) and js not as impressive as the 'first disc-although

it's not a major disappointment
either. Instead, the band seems to be
iooking toward a larger following
with glossier production,
while still
maintaining their hopeful spirit.
Now a trio, with the departure of
drummer
Guy 'Hoffman, , theysinger/songwriter/guitarists
Sammy
BoDean (Sammy Llanas) and Beau

BoDean (Kurt Heilmann) along with
a beautiful arrangement on the heartbassist Bob BoDean (Bob Griffin)felt opener "Dreams."
rely on the aid of studio musicians
The quiet, yet powerful "Pick Up
and Harrison's keyboards.
the Pieces" follows with an engaging
The digitally-recorded
album's
mix of rolling drums and minimal acfinest moments shine through on the . coustic -gultar, in addition to their
first two cuts. "Ain't this what
near-signature
harmonics.
dreams are made of,'; Sammy and
"Someday,"
the album's closing
Beau optimistically
harmonize over
song, harbors the same sincere op-

, )< .

-coetea

Dumptruck, Silos not sugar
by Wan Dirt

_ ing their own unique tangents.

The University News

The Silos hail from the southeastern United States, and their
music reflects the rural ramifications
of the laid back life with ambition less
but earnest vocal tones threaded with
rich major chord guitar and lilting
violin overtones. Their latest release,
Cuba (quite a baffling title considering its irrelevancy to the album's con-

Burgeoning new faces in the music
game lend to its excitement and are
paramount to the industry's intrinsic growth. Two such corporate
machine combatants
with releases
fresh in vinyl print, are the Silos and
Dumptruck, These bands fall within
a common broad genre while pUfSU-
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tents), is much like their debut gem,
About Her Steps, although the Silos
seem to be evolving as a manifestation of their increasing
musical
abilities.
This album reveals a darker side to
the Silos, and they exploit it in
sporadic venues of verse madness, inevitably giving way-to beautiful, simple chorus melodies-a
trademark of
this band, which serves to induce the
ultimate quiescense and resolution so
indicative of unpretentious Southern
music.
Nowhere
are these techniques
demonstrated in sucha glorious light
than on "Tennessee Fire," a cut that
churns and wriggles its way to terse
excitement
under the auspices of
edgy guitar and the omnipresent envelope of those coy country vocals.
"Margaret"
tells of the justice of a
virtuous woman, and the violin lends
toits tugging simplicity. The same
can be said for "Mary's Getting Married," a song recountingthe grand,
event of a marriage which takes place
in a small town. Both of these are
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. timism of· the first two with the
chorus harmony of "holding
on,
believing in someday."
A gentle, bluesy undercurrent runs
through . the simmering
soul of
, "Don't Be Lonely," while a definite
roots feel also is intact overt he dark,
. moody
embellishments
of "The
•Ballad of Jenny Rae.",
'
all/side Looking In unfortunate- '
ly does show that the Bo Oeans suecumb
to lyrical
platitudes
and
studied formulas with such cuts as
"What if Feels Like" and the tight,
slick single "Only Love." Particularly
distressing is "Runaway Love" (one
of three extra tracks on the cassette
and compact disc), which shows' Harrison using bland studio gloss on
echoey vocals and an overlysynthesized arrangement.
It is far too early, however, to rule
t hem out as commercial sell-outs.
Much of the enjoyable
Outside
Looking III suggests that the BoDeans' best moments may. indeed
still lie ahead.
The' BoDeans will appear along
with the Young Fresh Fellows at the
Mardis Gras Nov. 10 at 8 p.rn,

GItAIlE: B

bands

pulled off without hints of sounding.
maudlin, and when contrasted with'
rock's tradition of condemning such
conventions, these antithetical ideas
are refreshing indeed.
Heady products of the similarly
prolific Boston music scene, Dump. truck discovers
their proverbial
groove in. the new release, In the
. Country, This album overflows with
joyous serene qualities and seems 10
possess the spontaneous character of
having been created in a state of
. perpetual serendipity.
The fountainhead
cut around
'which the remainder of the album
revolves is "Carefree,"
a song so infectious
that it seems to defy
criticism. The aforementioned'
accidentally enlightening
qualities of
this album' arc epitomized
in this
'song's words, "check the leaves as
they hit the ground/take
a walk to
another part of town/used to know
people living there/now they're gone
and I guess that I just don't care."
The following cut, "Brush Me
Back," sounds perilously similar the
, Velvet
Underground's
"Lady
Godiva's Operation,"
but operates
well enough within its parameters to
succeed on its own merit.
Side two begins with "Going
Nowhere,"
a. driving cut with a
chorus of studio-tracked guitars laying the groundwork
for steel lap

guitar embellishments,
which contribute significantly
to its overall .
opulenceThis.is endemic East Coast
underground music also exemplified
by such contemporaries as the Windbreakers: its sincerity is an apparition
of theenvironment
that influenced
these young bands so greatly .
A recurring t heme, which surfaces
in abundance on this album, is that
of the necessity .of escape and
solitude in the face of real-world
woes. "Island" revels with the chorus
"stay off n!y island."
Perhaps no
man is an island, but one can't fault
them for trying to attain such status.
Immersed in the hit parade world of
the willful and mighty where business
considerations
all 100 often stifle
creativity, itis uplifting to see new
voices such as Durnptruck who fly in,
the face of such garish ambitions.
Both Durnptruck and the Silos are
earnest, sincere bands, devoid of the
sugar-coated
ploys so epidemically
present and commonly intended to
force feed their audiences banal, trite
music. Each of these bands are poised and prepared to tell about their
respective
little corners
of the
worfd-vmagnariimous
gi fts we
should be all too eager to 'accept: .'
BOTH AU~UMS

GItAIlE: A
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Withnail and I is a comedy about
turning 30. Two under-employed actors, 'living together in London, move
through a week of trials and tribulations during \vhich they realiie they
are gettingolderand
reflect seriouslyon (heir future.
inl969,the
film captures the.
feelings of the two roommates, who
sense tlieyare
drifting away from
their goals and closerlofue home for
failed actors. ,
WilhnailfRichard
E. Qranl) symbOlizes a typicaJ actor-;a'vain,:.self;
centeredll1anwith
\vpat he sl;es asa

God-giventalent';"'nay

obligalion-

to manifest his skill. Marwood (Paul
about the muddy fields, so they end
McG,!nn), from whose point of view
up wearing plastic bags on-their feet.
'the tale is told, represents the opFinally, they return from a trip to
posite pole-s-a humble lover' of
town, only to be charged by a matelanguage and the theater, who knows
seekingbull,
leaving their purchases
he must work hard to produce ludd
ruined and the men morose.
roles.
'.
Alas; Uncle Monty arrives via
To remedy their gloom, With nail
Rolls Royce to share the men's final
and Marwood decide a change of
night, at the cottage. Tense comic
scenery isin order. Withnail's Uncle
moments arise from Monty's sexual
Montague, played by portly Richard
desires coupled
with '.Withnail's
Griffiths, is hilarious as a wealthy, ecinsensitivity.
.
centric homosexual whom the men
In his first directing effort Bruce
approach in hope of securing a key
Robinson brings together technical
to his rural .cottage,
skill, striking
photography,
apAfter procuring the key,they set
propriate audio accompanyment and
out' on ;I poorly planned' weekend
above-par camera work to create an'
getaway. Withnail's nasty traitsapentertaining and observarit essay on
pear in. every situation' they' e'n- aging:
counter, and' Marwood bears the
The film· merits . the time and
brunt oCthe ill feelings fueled by . money spertt on an evening. It cx. Withnail's caustic actions.,
hibitsa
distinclstyle
in an artistic
,The' film. progresses
\vhile the
and an entertaining manner •.
,weekend regresses.Arrivingin
the
'midst of a' gale, they find no fuel to GRADE:B
cook, or heat with; Next,J hey find
they have no boots for tromping,

..

Classitteds
Help Wanted
EARN
$480 WEEKLY-$60
per
hundred
circulars
mailed.
Guaranteed. Homeworkers needed to
perform mail services. Incentive programs available.' Send legal size
stamped, self-addressed
envelope to
United Service of America,
24307
Magic Mtn. Parkway, Suite 306,
Valencia,
Calif.,
91355.
NATIONAL
MARKETING
firm
seeks ambitious Jr., Sr., or Grad. student
to
manage
on-campus
marketing program.
Flexible parttime hours with earning potential in
excess of $5,000. Call Yaz or Dec at
1-800-592-2121.

For Sale
EXCELLENT
running 1980 Chev
LuI' Mikado
pick-up.
$1,749.00.
587-9516 evenings or 344-3179.

2 NEW V. Student violins for sale.
$125 each. Call Broadway Stix& Pix
at 342-7483, 9 to 9, 7 days a week.

Miscellaneous
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REWARD!! My beautiful WHITE
CAT· has been missing since Sept.
29/Tuesday. He is all white, except for
a few faded gray spots on top of his
head. He is male, 9 months old, short
bUI stocky. Yellow eyes and short
hair. CASPAR is an extremely friendly and loving cat. His family misses
him very much, including his much
adored mate. If you have any information
regarding
Caspar's
whereabouts,
PLEASE
contact
.Kimber at 345-7759 or ,345-8204.
Caspar lives at 905 W. Franklin, Apt.

M.
WHOMEVER
RETURNED
CASPAR's 1.0. TAG and REFLECTOR 10 my front porch, PLEASE

contact
me and let me know
WHEREyou
found them, and if you
saw my cat or his leopardskin collar.
Call 345-7759 or 345-8204. Caspar
lives at 905 W.. Franklin, Apt. M.

, control cost? We are students and my
job is only part-time. Concerned,
Jim.
JIM-I
called Planned Parenthood
and the cost is based ori our Income.
Maybe we can share the cost? Love,
Karen.
•

ROY AL OPTICAL
10% discount
on eyeglasses or contacts-for
as\)
students with I.O.

FREE: Gorgeous tortoise-shell (black
and orange) kitty needs a loving'
horne. I rescued her from the syringe
ANYONE INTERESTED in joining
at the animal shelter because she is
a gay/lesbian
university group, or
so beautiful and good-tempered,
but
would like to help in forming one, ' I cannot keep her in my apartment
please call 336-3870 between 7 and
building. She is well-trained
and
10 p.m. Sponsored by the Communifriendly. Call 345-7759 or 345-8204.
ty Center,

For Rent
FOR RENT: House.' Very nice 4
bedroom, 2 bath near BSU. Central
air, energy
efficient.
$475.00.
322-8888.

ACROSS
STUDIO ROOMS for rent at 1021,
Lincoln Ave. $170 per month plus
$50 deposit. All utilities included.
Close to campus. Call 336,8347.

much

docs

32 Article 01
lurnlture
33 Court
34 Summit
36 Mexican laborer
37 Great Lake
38 Aslar as
39 Contrivance:
·sl.
42 Tell
46 Name lor
Athena
47 Employ
49 Object 01
devotion
50 Whip
51 Legal matters
52 Speech
53 Withered
54 Snare
55 Pitching stars.

1 Mast
5 Plunge
8 Frog
12 Weary
13 Transgress
14 Unemployed
15Dlllseed
16 Sign 01
zodiac
11 Gaseous
element
18 Dwell
20 Hunting dog
22 Artificial
language
23 Wise person
24 Pain
27 Form Into a

Personals
KAREN-How

WWF FANS! A'bcauriful poster of
Dino Bravo of the fabulous "Dream
Team" to the first caller who correctly identifies the famous U. News personality appearing on page 4.

birth

synopsis

31 That woman

DOWN

THE
WEEKLY
CROSSWORD
PUZZLE
1 Heavenly body
2 Evergreen tree
3 War god
4 Relreat
10

11

5 Erase: printing
6 Anger
7 Likely

a

False show

9 Poems
10 Century plant
11 Depression
19 Fullill
21 Chills and lever
23 Valuable lur
24 Snake
25 Greek letter
26 Chicken
27 Habitually suent
28 Veneration
29 Also
30 Vast age
32 Biblical weed
35 NUllily
36 Courteous
38 Symbol lor

--....,.

tellurium

39 Chatters:
colloq.
40 Toward sheller
41 Loved one
42 Remainder
43 Hebrew month

"!'J\'"+--+-t-""1

44 Weight 01India
45 Antlered
animals
48 Diocese

aOI
RECORDS-TAPES
Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

_The Jfi.c!<~

U',

6th & Fulton

342-4222

r---~----------------~--------,

Forest Service,
U.S.D.A.~

U"

413 S. 8th Street

WHILE

343-4481

YOU

STUDY

12.

ASH

I Bes_t Meal in Town'
I .Every Monday & Tuesday Nite

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

338·0613

J

I

Dinner Includes:
Pizza, Chicken, Potatoes, Salad Bar,
Spaghetti,Garlic
Bread,
Fresh 'Cinnamon Rolls
and more.

. .

l'

I . PizZA"1
I
-I

I

5:30-8:30

' II
I

:r=m.

Closed Sun., Mon., and Thur.
American' Plasma Donor Center

I
I

I

4903 a,v,erland

344:1234

f\IIYiJ'J

L----

..

"5970 Fairview.
..

~

....

I
I

377.1244'
~_~_~__~~__J

Sports
Broncos lose in last -moments' forseco-nd
by

Tom Lloyd

The University News
A potential
game-winning
Vince
Alcaldepass
floated away from Eric
Andrade
and into the hands of a
University of Utah defender, sealing
a 31-27 victory for the visitors.
For the second week in a row, the
Boise State Broncos have had victory
snatched away from them in the closing minutes of the game. Last week,
ISU ran a kickoff back with 2:01 left
on the clock. This week, the Utah
Utes rallied from a IO-point fourthquarter deficit to a four-point
winning margin.
BSU drew
first
blood
when
Alcalde, with a bit of razzle-dazzle,
faked a handoff up the middle, faked another
handoff on an end
around,
then dropped
back and
looped a 42-yard bomb to Andrade
to put the Broncos ahead 7-0;
The Division
I-A Utes began
showing why they arc the numberone-ranked
passing team and fourth
in total offense rrationally as they
marched
80 yards in nine plays to
even the score at 7-7.
Not satisfied, the visitors from Salt
Lake City took advantage
of a missed BSU field goal attempt and stormed back to take the lead at 14-7.
The two quick scores had BSU
fans nervously buzzing as the Utes
appeared in control of the game, To
make mailers worse, Alcalde momentarily appeared
injured and had to
leave the game.
Duane "Doc" Halliday, the welltested freshman, provided the spark
and leadership
the hometown
team
needed at this point as he steered the
offense to a game-tying
touchdown
with 9:26 left in' the second quarter.
The first half offensive explosion

slowed somewhat as both teams traded field goals to send them into the
locker room tied at 17 all.
BSU Head
Coach
Skip Hall's
halftime talk must have worked, as
the team took to the field with marked determination.
Chris Jackson
opened thc second half with a couple Of 14-yard
scampers.
Later,
Alcalde flipped a wide receiver screen
pass to Andrade;
who galloped into
the end zone behind the fine blocking .01' his offensive
linemen.
P:K.
Wiggins toed the mark-and BSU led
24-17.
.
Boise
State's
confidence
got.
another
boost when Utah' fumbled
on its opening second half drive and
Iinebackcr Shawn Ellis recovered at
the Utes' 48-yard line.
For all practical
purposes,
BSU
literally controlled the third quarter,
but they had little to show for it at
the end of the quarter. Wiggins did
hit a field goal to give BSU a 27-17
advantage, But two touchdowns
were
called back, and a short 47-yard field
goal attempt
into the teeth of a
25-mph
wind which would have
doomed Utah early, failed to benefit
the Broncos'
score. As it was, the
Broncos were frustratinglyspent,
To start the fourth quarter,
the
Utes decided to go with some new
energy of their own. Utah Coach Jim
Fassel inserted
6'foot-6-inch
freshman quarterback
Scoll Mitchell,
who just happened
to be ranked
14th in the nation in passingefficicncy, just four notehes behind starting
teammate
Chris Mendonca.
If BSU fans had any misunderstanding
as to why the University
of Utah offensive
unit was ranked
so high nationally,they
got a
reminder
in the now-disastrous
fourth quarter. After the smoke had

Reach· for points:

David

Dunn

The University News
The BSU women's volleyball team
posted three straight victories before
dropping
their last two games in
Mountain
West Conference
action.
On Oct. 19, the Lady Broncos put
forth a strong team effort to cruise
past Northern
Arizona,
15-6, 15-8
and 15-6. The Broncos posted some
notable statistics,
with 48 kills, 51
digs, 10 aces and II blocks. Debbie
Hansmann
played a particularly solid
game, leading the Lady Broncos with
14 kills and 13 digs. Other Bronco
leaders were Saskia VanAarem with

score

six points

HAPPY HOUR
Well drinks-.99, Drafts-.99, House wine-.99

-SPECIAL
Fresh oysters on the half shell
'I, doz.
.
Fresh Oysters Rockefeller
'/2 doz.
Pan Fried Oysters
Oysters Casino
Fresh Oyster Shooters
Angels on Horseback
'/2 doz.
Puget Sound Steamer Clams
Fride Calimari
Hot Wings (Buffalo Style)
NACHOS

$3.25
$3.25
$3.25
$3.25
$3.65
$2.99
$2.99
$2.99
$2.99
$1.75

MENUMurphy's Burger
$2.75
with cheese .25 extra
Barbecue Pork
$3.25
Escargot
$2.95
Fried Cheese with Marinara
$2.25
Garlic Cheese Bread
$1.75
Potato Skins
$2.25
Onion Rings
.99
Fried Zucchini
$1,99
Fried Artichoke Hearts
$1.99
Sauteed Mushrooms
$1.98
Cajun Tidbits
$3.25
NACHOS SUPER DELUXE
$3.25

News

contest,

their average.
Mark Williams and Kenny Kuehl
led the Bronco defenders,
with 13
and 11 tackles respectively. Defensive
lineman
Pete Kwiatkowski
added
eight to the cause.
The Boise State Broncos hit the
road for their next encounter,
lackling the Nevada-Reno
Wolfpack
in
Reno for a I p.rn. Big Sky game. The
Broncos will be out to improve on
their 2-3 conference
record and 4-4 .
overall record.

SPORTSCENE

Let's stay /·AA;
Big Sky is fine
by

Tom Lloyd

The University News

Sue Ellen Koop t University News
BSU into a tie for second place along
with four other
Mountain
West
teams. Despite these victories,
the
next two. games were detrimental
to

See Spikers, page 11
M.Th 4:30·6:30 p.rn., 10·12 p.m., F 4:30·6:30 only.

the Utes in Halloween's

.

a nRILL ...

1555 Broadway
344-3691

against

cleared
from the aerial fireworks,
158 yards on16 carries, and Eric AnUtah had regained the lead, 31-17.
drade did the same receiving-wise,
The clock showed 2:50, enough
with 132 yards in six receptions.
time for one last drive. A 28-yard
outfit
held
the number-onestrike from Alcalde to tight end Jeff
passing team in the nation to 66 yards
Lindsey demonstrated
why. On the
under their average.
next play, Alcalde decided to go for
can move the ball, amassing
451
it all, but the ball seemed to hang in
yards.
the air and then drift away from inEven though the Broncos were on
tended receiver, Andrade.
A Utah
the short end of the scoreboard,
the
defender ended upwith
it, and the
defensive unit exhibited a lot of forDivision
I-A Utes barely escaped
titude.Often
criticized,
the young
with a 31-27 win.
outfit held the number-one-passing
Chris Jackson led all rushers with , team in the nation to 66 vards under

11 kills, Chris Bond with 12 digs and
Sara Herzberg with 30 assi-sts.
BSU once again flexed its muscle
on OCI. 23, overpowering
the U of I,
15-12, 15-3 and 15-8. Kelly Baker
headed BSU with 10 kills,
Eastern Washington
was the next
victim on the Lady Broncos' list. On
Oct. 26, BSU rebounded
from last
month's loss to the Eagles by downing them in three games; 15-9, 15-9
and 15-4. The Broncos repeatedly
capitalized
on Herzberg's 31 assists.
VanAarem
took Ii of those assists
and turned them into kills, followed
by Kelly Baker, who had nine.,
These three victories catapulted'

MURPHY'S SEAFOOD BAR

week

Brian Becker I University

Broncos

Spikers win and then lose
b)'
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I've been wanting to write this column for a long time. Actually, I've
been "scooped"
by every media type
in the Treasure Valley and probably
a few outside the area. I don't really
give a flip, especially since I'm not a
Woodward-and-Bernstein
type.
.
The idea was born out of feelings
expressed by some BSlJ fans that I
happened
to have a lot of contact
with about the same time I was doing my Big Sky magazines,
and the
Broncos were either on their way to
or had already achieved .the 1980
I-M National Championship.
These
. people were of the opinion that the
BSU football team should be tackling the likes of the PAC-IO. Not on
a casual basis, like unto Oregon State
last year, but permanently-as
in the
new PAC-II;
perhaps
bringing
Nevada-Reno
along and make it an .
even PAC-dozen.

BSU
STUDENTS

The game against the Division I-A
University
of Utah rekindled
these
old thoughts.
I still believe, after all
these years, that' the BSU football
program is right where it should be:
I-AA school in the. Big Sky Conference. Maybe, just mayb~ down the
ro~d, if certain situations
develop
such us improved finances, the break
up of certain conferences
or realignment ofschools, a change would be
fine, but it would take absolutely
overwhelming
evidence
before
I
would change my mind about BSU
moving to Division I-A.
The creation of division 1-M was
a dream come true for schools like
BSU. It is a half step away from the
"big time." The name I-AA: has a
sound closer to, and is more easily
identified
with, the I-A ranking as
opposed to Division II status.
The real beauty is commitment
without sacrificing the university, the

'See Column, page. 11

BSU
STUDENTS,

ONLY

ONLY
Featuring the Wolff-System

1400
Broadway

SPECIAL STUDENT PACKAGE
8 Sessions $20~00
Nov. 2nd thru Nov" 15th
New hours-7 a.m. to 8 p.m. M-F, 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Sat.
Take advantage of. $2.00 days every Wedne~day.

343-8999
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students, the boosters and everything
else remotely connected to the program. I-A schools are allowed 90.
scholarships. and I-M schools 65.
but the Big Sky conference went one
better. limiting the number to 60.
Economically.
it. is a godsend.
Schools can align their budgets with
the level of com petit ion they choose.
For the Big Sky, even with limiting
their scholarship total. they have not
been hurt: They have won .three. of
the last nine I-AA National Championships, The Big Sky attracts a lot
of top quality athletes who could
play ata I-A school, but opt to play
at a I:AA school in hopes of playing
regularly for three to four years .instead of riding the bench elsewhere.
All that- aside, I think the I-AA
play-off systemis the clincher for me.
I went to a Southwest Conference
School and grew up \vith the Cotton
Bowl tradition. That debate at the
I-A level over whether to keep tradition or go toa play-off system continues to rage.
It would have been foolish even to
attempt a bowl at the I-M level; they'-

have. enough problems establishing
an annual site. But that week-by-week
_ buildup is a boon to everyone involved nationwide, and when your school
reaches that final pinnacle, well. . . .
I remember the 1980 Boise State
championship season very well. BSU
opened with a victory over Utah in
Salt Lake. Talk of dominance subsided a week laterwhen some unheardof southern
team,
Southeastern
Louisiana
University, handed
the
Broncos an unexpected defeat. The
entire. season progressed like that until BSU found itself facing the legcndary
Eddie
Robinson
and the
Grambling Tigers. Bronco fans will
never forget the Grambling players'
taunts. and then the BSU's goalline
stand that preserved their victory.
The next game was in faraway
Sacramento,
but the BSU' faithful
were there to welcome their team onto the field. The game was indicative
of their season-back
and forth. In
the last minute, Eastern Kentucky
stunned
BSU with a touchdown.
Forty-seven seconds remained on the
clock when Joe Aliotti and company
started their fateful march.
Moments later, the entire season

came down to a fourth and goal, with
12 seconds left in the game. Alien!
took the snap, scrambling around
eluding would-be tacklers, unable to
find a receiver. Then suddenly, he
flung the ball toward the far corner
of the end zone. The ball looked as
if it floated through time as it spiraled its way to the outstretched
arms
of Duane Dloughy, A thunderous
roar exploded on the BSU side of the
stadium. People who saw it will not
forget that catch.
I won't either. Dioughy caught. the
ball 10 yards in front of me, coming
right at me. I threw my arms in the
air to help the referee with the call
as Dloughy brushed right past me on
his way to being mobbed by his teammates and all the BSU fans who had
left the stands.
After the game, I ran up to the
press box to ask Frank Broyles, the
ABC announcer, what he thought of
the game. Broyles, who coached the
University of Arkansas for 19 years,
was visibly shaken and simply said,
"That was the most exciting game
I've ever w';tched."
I agreed. I-AA
football is just like that.

Spike:rs-----------.Cant. .from page 10
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Bolse fans I:0t a I:limpse of professional
Jazz lost to the PnrtlandTrailblazers

News

basketball when the Utah
117-116 in the Pavilion.

the Lady
Broncos'
con ference
standing,
.
.
BSU traveled to Ogden, Utah on
Oct. 29, hoping to beat Weber State
forthe second time this year. The
Wildcats denied the Broncos that opportunity with a three-game sweep,
15-7. 15·9 and 15-8. WSU used 13
service aces to dim the Bronco hopes.
BSU returned home to face leagueleading ISU,which
posts anImpressive overall record of 23-4 and
only one conference
loss. To the

dismay of several hundred exuberant
Bronco fans, BSUfell in a five-game
match, 16-14, 10-15,7·15, 16-14 and
7-15. The two losses dropped BSU to
7-5 and fourth place in the conference, while overall they stand at
18-12.
The Lady Broncos wiII playa nonconference game against NNC on
Nov. 3 in the BSU Gym before
heading for Montana to take on the
University of Montana and Montana
State on Nov. 7 and 9.

< . \

Sue Ellen Keep I University

FREE TICKET GIVEAWAYI
ASBSU. The Bolas state Universily Pavilion arrd Sludent AesldenUalli/e'
are pleased to announce the Sesame Slreal Free toMe Drawlngl
Juslfor you and your kldsl We are happy' to contrlbute free lickets to see
Sesame street; Toenlerthe draWing, ca/l385·1223 and leave your name and
dayllme phone number- all callers will be entersd In a drawing to be held
Nov. 6,1987.
JUST FOR YOU FROM'
.
.
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The BSUPavilion'rernlnds all fuJItime students to
present their activity cords When purchosing
tlcke1sJo Pavilion events for a $1.00 discount
on student tIckets.
Discounts honoredat campus oufle1s only.
;See you at the· Pavillonl
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ESSAYS & REPORTS
.College
"8qnq~~g~;;9~22Internship.
18,278 tochooae fror'r1 __ anSub}8ct8

'

Order Catalog. TQday with' VisllMC Or COO

'.:.r,

.

Or, rush $2.00 to: Esaays & Raports
11322 Idaho Ave.I2O&SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-ali levels

Did you know that insurance
agents are among the
highest paid professionals
in any career?, Why walt until graduation to see if this is
the career for you? Our col. lege Intern program let's you
try it out while earning your
degree. You can. work full·
lime in the summer and parttime in 'school
Contact Austin Warner at
383·0210, ask for Helen.
o

CONDOMS

BY MAIL ORDER

Guard against AIDS. Top
quality German made. FDA
approved. 1 doz $8; 3 doz $20
Mail to Pre-Tech P.O. 80><13376
Denver, CO 80201

c.

....

REPRESENTATIVES
WANTED

We are looking for aggressive
people to represent our quality
product lines oncarnpus.Dur
pricing structure makes this a
hlghlyatlraClivemeans
of sup- ....
plementing your income in your
spare' lime. All of our products
are shipped GOD, and carry a'
100% refund guarantee.
If
selected, you will be the ex- .:
clusive campus rep. for one or
more of our lines. For additional
information
and application,
write:

ADINA BOUTIQUES, LTD
122 East 42nd 51.
New York,. NY 10168

10% Discollnt for BSUStudentswltIJActlv/fY

Card

••••••••

=,~a:~111
·r";;'_-lir••
We Deliver to BSU&Downtown
Hours
11·10 Mon.·Sat.
12·8 Sun.

501 Main
342·3456

